An important contributory factor to the bullwhip effect (i.e. the variance amplification of order quantities observed in supply chains) is the replenishment rule used by supply chain members. First the bullwhip effect induced by the use of different forecasting methods in order-up-to replenishment policies is analysed. Variance amplification is quantified and we prove that the bullwhip effect is guaranteed in the order-up-to model irrespective of the forecasting method used. Thus, when production is inflexible and significant costs are incurred by frequently switching production quantities up and down, order-up-to policies may no longer be desirable or even achievable. In the second part of the paper a general decision rule is introduced that avoids variance amplification and succeeds in generating smooth ordering patterns, even when demand has to be forecasted. The methodology is based on control systems engineering and allows important insights to be gained about the dynamic behaviour of replenishment rules. computerised version of the beer game. There is certainly no lack of empirical evidence from real world supply chains. The figures below illustrate the bullwhip effect observed in the real world. They show data from a major retailer and a manufacturer of fast moving consumer goods. In figure 1a we show the retailer sales versus the shipments from the manufacturers distribution centre (to this retailer) for one specific product. The shipments are clearly much more variable than the sales. In figure 1b we show the shipments from the manufacturing plant to the distribution centres versus the production quantities. Again we observe a drastic increase in variability. Our data shows that while coefficients of variation 1 (CV s) of retail sales typically range between 0.15 and 0.5, the CV of the production orders are typically in the range of 2 to 3. In other words, a very substantial increase in variance has occurred.
Introduction
The tendency of orders to increase in variability as one moves up a supply chain is commonly known as the bullwhip effect. Forrester (1958 Forrester ( , 1961 initiated analysis of this variance amplification phenomenon. His work has inspired many authors to develop business games to demonstrate the bullwhip effect. The well-known Beer Game originated from MIT at the end of the fifties and Sterman (1989) reports on the major findings from a study of the performance of some 2000 participants. Simchi-Levi (1998, 2000) practice, production may be very inflexible and significant costs may be incurred by ramping up and down production levels frequently. In the case where we also penalise fluctuations in 4 production or ordering quantity levels, order-up-to policies may cease to be optimal. These production-switching costs may be very large, consequently requiring a smooth production or ordering pattern. In the second part of the paper, we present a general decision rule that can be used to generate smooth ordering patterns. Hence, although the inventory related costs can be increased by smoothing the demand pattern, the decision rule may still outperform orderup-to policies in terms of total costs (inventory holding and shortage costs plus production switching costs). This will of course depend on the particular cost structure of the supply chain under consideration.
We distinguish between two methodological approaches to tackle the problem. One is the statistical inventory control approach, the other one being the control systems engineering approach. In this paper we advocate the engineering approach and are able to confirm and extend the existing results obtained through statistical analysis. We now briefly review the recent major contributions of both methodologies. Lee, Padmanabhan and Whang (1997a, b) and Chen, Drezner, Ryan and Simchi Levi (2000a, b) use statistical approach to quantify the bullwhip effect. They quantify the impact of exponential smoothing based forecasts on orderrate fluctuations within order-up-to policies. Lower bounds are established for the variance amplification in a simple supply chain consisting of a single manufacturer and a single retailer. Several types of demand processes are assumed. The authors are able to provide important managerial insights, such as the fact that the bullwhip effect is caused by the need to forecast and the smoother the demand forecasts, the smaller the bullwhip effect.
Application of control engineering to production and inventory control was first achieved by Simon (1952) by using the Laplace transform. This move was quickly translated into the newly favoured discrete z-domain by the OR community, mostly notably by Vassian (1955) , Adelson (1966) , Elmaghraby (1966) and Deziel and Eilon (1967) . It is noticeable from a literature search that contributions that utilise the Laplace transform are more numerous then those utilising the z-transform. This is probably due to the more tractable algebraic manipulation required when using the Laplace transform. Unfortunately, the orderup-to model is inherently discrete, forbidding the use of the Laplace transform. However, as the z-transform is a special case of the Laplace transform, many tools, techniques and best practises developed for the Laplace transform are readily exploited in the z-domain usually after a small change in notation. We also refer to Towill (1970 Towill ( , 1982 , Bertrand (1986) , Bonney and Popplewell (1988) , Bonney, Popplewell and Matoug (1994) , Grubbström (1998) , Towill (1999) , Dejonckheere, Disney, Lambrecht and Towill (2001) and Disney (2001) for contributions on replenishment rules and inventory fluctuations using transform techniques.
The works of Aseltine (1958) , Jury (1964) and Houpis and Lamont (1985) are particularly 5 illuminating texts describing the mathematics of the z-transform.
A brief literature review shows that replenishment rules have largely been analysed by the;  OR community by exploiting the z-transform directly,  System dynamics community by generating simulations from causal loop diagrams, although knowledge of control theory is often advocated as a useful source of inspiration,  Control theory community by using signal flow diagrams, block diagrams, s/ztransforms, hard system control laws, frequency response plots and simulation.
Thus, the presentation of this research via causal loop diagrams, block diagrams, ztransforms, frequency response plots and simulation will be directly accessible and relevant to a large audience. We refer to Sterman (2000) for an overview of the systems thinking approach.
In this paper we will measure the variance amplification of orders within order-up-to policies from a control engineering perspective. We will prove that classical order-up-to policies will always generate a bullwhip effect. It is however possible to design replenishment rules based on what we call fractional adjustments, thereby generating smooth order patterns. In other words, it is possible to dampen order fluctuations even in environments where decision makers have to rely on forecasts.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in the second section, an overview of the control engineering based methodology is given. In the third section, we analyse the bullwhip effect induced by exponential smoothing forecasts in order-up-to policies. In the fourth section, we measure variance amplification for two other types of forecasting methods within the order-up-to setting: moving averages and demand signal processing (Lee et al., 1997b and 2000) and we compare those forecasting systems with the exponential smoothing scenario of section 3. In the fifth section, a general replenishment rule is proposed that can be used to generate smooth ordering patterns for different demand patterns. Finally, a summary is given of all the policies analysed and insights presented in this paper.
Methodology
The methodology used in this paper is control systems engineering (transfer functions, frequency response curves and spectral analysis). We complement this methodology with 6 simple spreadsheet analysis in order to test our insights via system responses to real-life demand patterns and to perform the Fast Fourier Transform on real-life demand patterns. First we briefly review the most important concepts and techniques.
a. Transfer function
In control systems engineering, the transfer function of a system represents the relationship describing the dynamics of the system under consideration. It algebraically relates a system s output to its input and in this paper is defined as the ratio of the z-transform of the output variable to the z-transform of the input variable. Since supply chains can be seen as systems, with complex interactions between different parts of the chain, we can use a transfer function approach to model these interactions. For every replenishment rule, a transfer function will be developed that completely represents the dynamics of this particular rule. Input to the system corresponds to the demand pattern and output refers to the corresponding replenishment or production orders. For more details on control engineering and transfer functions, we refer the reader to the appropriate literature, although Nise (1995) provides a good introduction. In sections 3 and 4, we will illustrate how we obtain the transfer function by constructing the causal loop diagram and the block diagram for the replenishment rule under consideration.
b. The frequency response plot
To derive the frequency response plot (FR) of a replenishment rule, we will present the rule with sinusoidal inputs of different frequencies; that means we want to know what orders (output) are generated when the demand (input) is sinusoidal. Since we are dealing with linear systems, we know that in the steady state the output will also be a sine wave with the same frequency, but the amplitude and the phase angle may have changed. We will be particularly interested in the ratio of the amplitude of the generated orders (output) over the amplitude of the sinusoidal demand (input): this is known as the Amplitude Ratio (AR). We will present the replenishment rule with sine waves of frequencies ranging from 0 to  radians per sample interval. For all of these frequencies, we can find the AR and in this way draw the FR plot and hence have an extremely insightful profile of the system dynamics. Because of the fact that real life demand data can be seen as composed of different sinusoids, it is intuitive to analyse responses to different sine waves. The FR will be used to make predictions on whether or not, and to what extent, the replenishment rule will lead to variance amplification. Consequently, some new metrics for the bullwhip effect are introduced specifically based on the FR plot.
c. Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis is a mathematical technique used to decompose a time series into constituent frequencies or periodicities. The amplitude or variance associated with each frequency component is known as the spectral density estimate. The Fourier transform, Cochran et al (1967) , is an algebraic method of decomposing any time series into a set of pure sine waves of different frequencies, with a particular amplitude and phase angle associated with each frequency. The algebraic sum of the sinusoidal components, adjusted for phase angle will accurately reproduce the original time series. There are a variety of methods to calculate the spectral density estimates. A technique often used is called the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Cochran et al (1967) . This technique greatly reduces the time required to perform a Fourier analysis on a computer, and can be obtained by using simple spreadsheets.
We will illustrate the FFT on the demand pattern shown by the shipment data in figure 1b and this is designated demand in this paper.
We have a demand history of 128 periods: this input can be seen as the sum of a constant term and plus 63 sine waves of increasing frequency (in integer multiples of the base frequency (1/128)2 radians per sample interval). If all the individual sine waves were added to the constant term, we can exactly reconstruct the original data set (see Makridakis, 1978) . The amplitudes of the 63 sine waves are a measure of their relative importance in recomposing the original data set. The amplitudes are given in figure 2. The plot of the amplitude versus the frequencies is called the periodogram of the demand pattern under consideration. The control engineering based methodology used in this paper is summarised in the figure 3 below. Replenishment rules used in supply chains can be described by means of transfer functions. Based on the transfer function, the FR plot can be obtained. Next, spectral analysis will be applied to demand patterns resulting in a periodogram. This information can be used to measure and predict the magnitude of the bullwhip effect. Consider a simple supply chain consisting of a single retailer and a single manufacturer. We assume the following sequence of events: in each period t, the retailer first receives goods, then demand D t is observed and satisfied (if not backlogged), next, the retailer observes the new inventory level and finally places an order O t on the manufacturer. Any unfilled demand is backlogged in our model. There is a fixed lead time between the time an order is placed by the retailer and when it is received at the retailer, such that an order placed at the end of period t is received at the start of period t+L. Specifically, the lead-time L, consists of one time period ordering delay and p T time periods of physical production or distribution delay. Thus when L=1 the production/distribution lead-time = 0, i.e. the production/distribution is instantaneous, i.e. if a product with a production/distribution leadtime of zero is ordered in time period t, it arrives in time period t+1. This is because, of 9 course, the receipt of the order is delayed by one period because of the sequence of events.
Periodogram of daily shipments

Supply chain world
We assume in our numerical examples used throughout the text that p T equals 3 time periods.
There is nothing special in this choice of delay.
In this section, we first analytically describe the order-up-to policy based on exponential smoothing forecasts. Then we derive the transfer function and determine the FR.
Furthermore, with the FR plot, we will highlight some interesting insights into the bullwhip effect created by using this replenishment rule. And finally, we will look at the impact of the smoothing parameter  on the resulting variance amplification.
a. The decision rule
In any order-up-to policy, ordering decisions are as follows:
where t O is the ordering decision made at the end of period t, t S is the order-up-to level used in period t and the inventory position equals net stock plus on order (or WIP), and net stock equals inventory on hand minus backlog. The order-up-to level is updated every period In this section, we use simple exponential smoothing to forecast demand. The formula 10 for simple exponential smoothing is well known to be:
(3)
Note that since we make the ordering decision at the end of the period, the current demand t D can be used in the forecast t D . For simple exponential smoothing, the average age of the data in the forecast is equal to Makridakis, 1978) . Let a T be the average age of the data in the forecast, consequently
b. Deriving the transfer function
In order to derive the transfer function for a particular order-up-to policy, we first have to draw the causal loop diagram . This is shown in figure 4 . We refer to Sterman (2000) for a useful tutorial on constructing and interpreting causal loop diagrams. Causal loop diagrams are a helpful means of communication, but need translating into a rigorous block diagram, which is our next step.
Time to Average
Sales ( The corresponding block diagram is given in the figure 5. Note that there is a delay operator in the block diagram to ensure the correct sequence of events as mentioned earlier. If, this delay were omitted in a spreadsheet simulation, the software would return an error message because of the existence of an algebraic loop, which is obviously not a physically realisable situation 3 . Applying the well-established rules for block diagram reduction, we obtain the following transfer function for the orders made under policy defined by equations (1-3) O, over the observed demand D:
To derive this transfer function in equation (4), we had to use the z-transform for the exponential smoothing algorithm (Wikner, 1994) . Remember that our sequence of events was the following: 1. receive, 2. satisfy demand, 3. count inventory, 4. place order. It is important that in this sequence of events the order is made after the demand has been realised and fulfilled. This is also the case for Lee, So, Tang (2000) , where their ordering decision at the end of the ordering period equals;
3 Additionally, if demand is known with certainty then the order-up-to model is expected to produce orders that are the same as the last observed demand, i.e. to simply pass on orders. If demand is known with certainty then Ta is set to  (or a very large number) in the model to reflect that we don t have to update the estimated average demand since it is already known. If the nominal delay is omitted from this model then it produces an erroneous response. The pure order-up-to model should also have a perfectly flat frequency response of unity for all frequencies as it just passes on demand. If this delay is omitted from the transfer function then this property is also not obtained.
In such a scenario, in any time period t, the current demand D t can already be used to update the forecasts and to calculate the order O t made at the end of the time period. Furthermore, if the order-up-to is constant, then O t =D t .
However, another type of sequence of events is also used in the literature and the crucial difference is that the order is placed before the demand has been observed, e.g. at the beginning of the time period, (see Lee, Padmanabhan, Whang (1997b) and Chen, Ryan and Simchi-Levi (2000a)). In these cases, the order decision O t is based on the previous periods demand and inventory position:
For a constant order-up-to level, we then have O t =D t-1 . In general we may say that for a constant order-up-to levels, in both scenarios the order equals the last observed demand. So although there are two different sequences of events and there are two different forms of notation in the literature, both systems are actually the same as their differences cancel out .
This has been exploited by Chen, Drezner, Ryan and Simchi-Levi (2000), who have also correctly used both sequences of events within their analysis.
c. The frequency response plot and new bullwhip metrics
For the order-up-to policy described by equations (1-3), we can now easily draw the FR plot. Technically, this is done by letting iw e z  in the transfer function of equation (4) and determining the size of the radius vector in the complex plane (i.e. its modulus). A discrete version of the FR can also be drawn in a spreadsheet by calculating AR-values for a series of sine waves with the frequencies gradually increasing from 0 to  radians per sample interval.
The FR is given in figure 6 , for the order-up-to policy defined by equations (1-3) with values
), and with T p = 3. The conventional way to measure bullwhip is to use the ratio of the variance (or standard deviation or CV) of the orders being generated (output) to the variance (or standard deviation or CV) of the demand (input). In our control engineering methodology, we can define similar bullwhip metrics for any replenishment rule, based on its FR.
We could take the maximum of the FR plot as a bullwhip effect measure. For the order-up-to policy of equations (1-3), with T p = 3 and a T = 8, we have a peak AR value of 1.588. This peak AR-value is a worse-case scenario, because it only occurs for a perfectly sinusoidal demand of one particular frequency. It can easily be shown that any AR-value, is exactly the same as the ratio of the standard deviations of input over output. Therefore, we need to know the arithmetic relationship between amplitude and variance of a sine wave: the square of the amplitude divided by two is equal to the variance (var = A 2 /2, see Porges and Bohrer, 1991) . The remainder of the proof is as follows:
Since real demands are seldom perfectly sinusoidal, but rather a combination of different sine waves (see spectral analysis), we will use the area under the squared FR curve as another metric for the bullwhip effect. This second measure is a common metric in communications engineering (Garnell and East, 1977) and is called the Noise Bandwidth . It is formally defined as
where ) (  i e F is the steady state response at excitation frequency  . In particular cases the noise bandwidth may be calculated directly from formulae (Garnell and East, 1977) .
Alternatively, if the FR plot is determined at discrete points, for example as in a spreadsheet, Noise Bandwidth can be estimated through numerical integration up to the Nyquist frequency ( radians per sampling period). For the order-up-to policy with smoothing parameter 8  a T and T p = 3, we obtain W N = 7.625.
d. Insights for supply chains
Based on both the FR plot and spectral analysis, we obtain four interesting insights concerning the bullwhip effect generated by replenishment rules in general, and by this orderup-to policy (1-3) in particular.
Insight 1: The FR plot provides a valuable insight into the dynamic behaviour of the replenishment rule.
Since this order-up-to policy overshoots for all possible frequencies from 0 to  radians per sampling period (see figure 6), and since every possible demand pattern is eventually a combination of different frequencies (spectral analysis), we know that this orderup-to policy will create variance amplification for every possible demand pattern. This first insight is very strong, because we do not have to make any assumptions regarding the distribution of demand! Insight 2: It is possible to quantify very accurately the magnitude of the variance amplification that will be caused by any replenishment rule when applied to any demand pattern, based on both the FR curve for the replenishment rule under consideration and the periodogram of this particular demand pattern.
Proof. Suppose our demand pattern (input) is a time series I with N observations and suppose that N is an even number and a power of two. Applying the FFT, we decompose our input as the sum of a constant term C and (N/2-1) sine waves with frequencies that start at 0 radians per sampling interval and increase in integer multiples of a base frequency f 0 = 1/N (Makridakis, 1978) . The sine waves are denoted X i with i = 1, , (N/2)-1. Adding up the sine waves results in the original input:
Let the amplitude of the i th sine wave be denoted i A . Because the variance of the i th sine wave is equal to 2 / 2 i A and the covariance between two sine waves is always zero if the frequencies
The physical meaning of equation (11) is that the spectral density estimate 2 i A (also called the power ) represents the contribution of frequency i to the total variance of the input signal (see also Chatfield, 1996) . The generated orders (output) O based on policy (1-3) is again a summation of a constant term and (N/2 1) sine waves, i X ,
Since we are dealing with linear systems, the sine waves i X will have the same frequency as the sine waves i X , but the amplitude and phase angle may have changed. Let i Ã determine the amplitude of sine wave i X . To find the new amplitudes, we have to use the FR plot, which gives us AR-values for all frequencies from 0 to  radians per sampling interval. We will indicate the AR values corresponding with the (N/2 1) frequencies used in the spectral analysis as i AR . Then we have i Ã = i i A AR * , for i = 1, , (N/2 1). Next, we can determine the variance of the generated orders as:
Finally, the estimated variance amplification is given by the ratio of equation (13) 
(14) can also be rewritten as:
Predicting the variance increase for any possible demand set is thus actually making a weighted average of all 2 AR values, with the weights being determined by the squared amplitudes found in the periodogram from the FFT.
Applying equation (15) to our illustrative demand pattern (the shipments in figure 1b) and using the amplitude values of figure 2 together with the amplitude ratios of figure 6 , we obtain an estimated variance ratio of 2.036. To verify this result, we have developed a spreadsheet application enabling us to simulate various replenishment rules, allowing us to measure the variance amplification for any demand pattern (Lambrecht and Dejonckheere, 1999) . We tested the previously described policy of equations (1-3) on the same demand pattern and we obtained a variance ratio of 2.047, illustrating the accuracy of our prediction.
The generated orders according to equations ( In order to compare the estimated variance amplification using equation (15) with the simulated results, we selected 30 real life demand patterns (of 128 periods) from a manufacturer of fast moving consumer goods (data set 1 corresponds to the example used in this text and shown by the shipments of figure 1b ). Column one of Table I The proof of insight 3 is relatively easy and intuitive, since insight 3 is only a special case of insight 2. Normally distributed demands have equal power at all densities , or other words the squared amplitudes A 2 are constant over the whole frequency spectrum (Chatfield, 1996) .
Applying (10) The expected variance increase for normally distributed demands from equation (16) all frequencies are equally present consequently the weights are identical. This result will be quite familiar to control engineers (see e.g. Chatfield, 1996) , since for an input of white random noise, N W is a direct measure of the variance at the output from the filter (Towill, 1999 It is interesting to note that, for our order-up-to model with exponential smoothing, the noise bandwidth may be calculated analytically as the integral given by (9) is tractable as shown in T  T   T  T  T  T  T  d  e  e  T   e  T  T  T  T   I 
This analytical bullwhip measure can be shown, after the necessary replacement of variables, to be exactly the same as the bound found by Chen et al (2000a) . This verifies that obviously our z-transform model of order-up-to policies with exponential smoothing is the same as the tight bound on variance amplification given by Chen et al. (2000a) , shown below:
Chen et al. obtained this result for same order-up-to policy (1-3) through statistical analysis.
The main conclusion from this analysis is that the statistical approach used by Chen et al. and our control engineering approach result in identical variance amplification predictions. Just for illustrative purpose, the variance amplification equals 4.111 for a T = 4 and L= p T +2 = 5
and we obtain 2.437 in (17 and 18) for a T = 8 and 1.677 for a T = 16.
Insight 4: Exponential smoothing based order-up-to policies applied to positively (negatively) correlated demands will result in less (more) bullwhip effect than when applied to normally distributed demands.
It can be shown that when applying the FFT to positively correlated demands, the resulting periodogram is a decreasing function of frequency, meaning that the lowest frequencies are most dominantly present. To predict the variance increase, we have to calculate a weighted average of the 2 AR values as explained in insight 2. In this weighted average for positively correlated demands, the weights for the lowest frequencies are larger than the weights for the higher frequencies. And since the 2 AR values for low frequencies are smaller than for high frequencies (see figure (6)), the predicted variance increase will be less than for normally distributed demands. A symmetric argument can be made to prove that negatively correlated demands will result in more bullwhip effect than normally distributed demands. The same conclusion was found by Chen et al. (2000a) using statistical methods.
e. Impact of the smoothing parameter on the bullwhip effect
It is well known that the smoothing parameter has a significant impact on the bullwhip effect. Our control engineering approach confirms this managerial insight. We may highlight this by plotting the FR and computing the Noise Bandwidth for different values of a T . The results are plotted in the figures 8a and 8b. 
up-to polices
We observe that the bullwhip effect increases as a T decreases (and thus  increases). Note that when a T goes to infinity (i.e. 0   ), we have a fixed order-up-to level for all periods and hence no bullwhip effect. However, large a T -values are only usable for stable demand patterns. When demand is unstable and irregular and certainly when demand has a trend, small a T -values have to be chosen to follow the demand closely and obtain a sufficient service level (see Dejonckheere et al (2002) for more details on tracking abilities of common forecasting algorithms). From figure 8 we can see that in those cases the bullwhip effect will certainly be present. Hence there is a trade-off to be made between being responsive and following the demand changes very closely (small a T -values) on the one hand and avoiding bullwhip (large a T -values) on the other hand.
Order-up-to policies based on other forecasting techniques
In this section, we will use order-up-to policies whose order-up-to levels S t will be updated by means of moving average forecasting, and demand signal processing (Lee, 1997a (Lee, , 2000 . We will conclude that whatever forecasting method is used, order-up-to policies will always result in a bullwhip effect. The four insights obtained in section 3 will hold under the new assumptions as well.
a. Order-up-to policies with moving average forecasts
We still use the order-up-to policy described in equations (1-2), but now with moving average forecasts used to update the order-up-to levels S t . The demand forecast of period t, t D , is defined as 
with m T being the number of periods used to compute the forecast. It can be shown (see Appendix B and Wikner, 1994 ) that the transfer function equals:
In order to make a fair comparison between exponentially smoothed forecasts with forecasts based on moving averages we have to set (e.g. see Pyke, 1999):
Applying equation (21), the average age of demand data used in both forecasting systems is identical. In section 3, we used a T = 8, consequently we use m T = 17 in this section. The FR plot for m T = 17 is given in figure 9 : Other frequencies will lead to intermediate overshoots. Note that the maximum overshoot is exactly equal to the maximum of the FR curve for the exponential smoothing forecasts (see figure 6 ). The bullwhip generated by moving average forecasting in order-up-to model therefore is much less than that generated by exponential forecasts.
The variance amplification estimation procedure explained in section 3 and given by equation (15) can easily be repeated for this case. We do however have to use the A 2 -values obtained in figure 9 . The verification is again based on our spreadsheet simulation. The results for 30 data sets are given in Table I, It is satisfying to observe that Chen s statistical approach and our control theory approach result in the exact same outcomes. For m T = 17 we estimate an increase in variance by a factor of 1.761. The amplification equals 2.728 for m T = 9 and 1.348 for m T = 33. However, the control theory route to the analytic expression for bullwhip via the area under the squared frequency plot involves a transcendental equation and the integral cannot be found. The statistical route taken by Chen et al (2000a) has obviously managed to avoid this problem.
It is also important to note that as T m =2T a +1, these three bullwhip results (for T m = 9, 17 and 33) may be directly compared to the exponential smoothing results highlighted earlier. Based on these numbers we can conclude that the magnitude of variance amplification is less for moving average based forecasts than for exponentially smoothed forecasts (for an identical age of the demand data used in the forecast). In any case, the bullwhip effect is again guaranteed.
b. Demand signal processing
Consider the following inventory policy:
where t O is the ordering decision made at the end of period t, t S (S t-1 ) is the order-up-to level at the end of period t (t-1), t D (D t-1 ) is the observed demand during period t (t-1) and  is the signalling factor , which is a constant between zero and one. We still have an order-up-to policy, but the order-up-to level is updated every period using the most recently observed demand information. Policies of this type are called demand signal processing by Lee et al. (1997a) . For  = 1, (23) is quite an intuitive policy, often used by human schedulers in real supply chains, Lee et al (1997a) . If the retailer experiences a surge of demand in one period, it will be interpreted as a signal of high future demand and a larger order will be placed.
The demand signal processing causal loop diagram is given in Appendix A. For the block diagram, we refer to appendix B. The transfer function for policy (23) is given by:
The FR plot is given in figure 10 for 1   . The shape of the FR is particularly interesting: there is an overshoot for all different frequencies and the overshoot increases proportionally with frequency. This is intuitively clear since we only use the two most recent demand observations and these short-run demand fluctuations correspond to high frequency signals.
The same insights as explained in section 3 hold for a demand signal processing behaviour. Firstly, there will be a bullwhip effect for every possible demand pattern. Second, the magnitude of the effect can be accurately estimated using equation (15) . See Table I, column 3. Third, for i.i.d. normally distributed demand patterns we can easily compute the variance amplification by using (16). For  = 1, we obtain an amplification factor of 5. And finally, positively (negatively) correlated demands will result in less (more) amplification than normally distributed demands.
It is interesting to focus on the extremely high amplification factor for  = 1. Demand signal processing clearly overreacts dramatically. The overreaction however can be dampened by lowering the adjustment factor  in equation (23). For  = 1, the variance amplification equals 5, for  = 0.6, it is reduced to 2.91 and for  = 0.2, the amplification equals 1.479. c. Impact of the insights on the optimal use of forecasting within order-up-to policies
The managerial insights presented in this section are very general and have a number of implications on the OR communitity. For instance, given that an optimum forecasting mechanism (whatever that may be) is selected for a particular demand pattern, and that the smoothing parameter(s) is(are) selected to minimise an error function between the demand and the forecast, we have shown that within an order-up-to policy it will always create bullwhip (Insight 1). This is due to the fact the forecasts errors are not the correct focus for the optimisation routine. Analysis of forecasting mechanisms needs to be considered within the context of the entire production and inventory control system. Hence, order rate variations should be analysed if the focus is to minimise bullwhip.
Of course, the exact amount of bullwhip generated by the optimal forecasting system will depend in the forecasting mechanism used and the actual demand signal. The procedure highlighted to prove Insight 2 may be used with confidence to predict actual bullwhip generated by optimal forecasting mechanisms and settings.
In the next section we will design a replenishment rule that will be able to generate smooth ordering patterns, even when forecasting is necessary.
A general replenishment rule generating smooth ordering patterns
Order-up-to settings seem to unavoidably result in a bullwhip effect when demand has to be forecasted. In this section we present a general decision rule that does not have that drawback.
a. The decision rule
The order quantity in period t, O t , is given by:
where a T t D is the demand forecast using simple exponential smoothing with parameter a T , TNS t a target net stock level, NS t is the current net stock in period t, DWIP t is the desired WIP level, and WIP t finally is the current work in process (or on-order) position in period t. TNS t is the target net stock level, similar to the safety stock in order-up-to policies. It is updated every period according to the new demand forecast and equals . Note that we only have Tp orders in WIP. T a , T n and T w are the key parameters or controllers of the decision rule. The policy can be described in words as ordering quantities are set equal to the sum of forecasted demand, a fraction (1/T n ) of the discrepancy of finished goods net stock, and a fraction (1/T w ) of our on-order position discrepancy. The decision rule of equation (26) and small variations of this rule have been described by Towill (1982) , John et al. (1994) and Disney (2001) . Analysing this replenishment rule from a control engineering perspective offers powerful insights into the variance amplification issue.
b. Relationship with order-up-to policies
Before we derive the transfer function, it is important to see the difference between our policy defined by (26) and an order-up-to policy. The order-up-to policy is defined as follows:
For simplicity, we set k = 0 and increase the lead time L by one period. Inventory position equals net stock (NS) + products on order (WIP). We then successively obtain:
Thus equation (28) turns out to be the complete analogue to the smoothing rule presented in (26) with parameters T n = T w = 1. In an order-up-to policy, the order quantity is a summation of the demand forecast, a net stock discrepancy (or error) term and a WIP discrepancy term, but both the net stock and WIP errors are completely taken into account. This is the key difference with our decision rule of equation (26) in which the errors are included only fractionally. These fractional adjustments are second nature to control engineers, (Towill and Yoon, 1982) . It is the reason why the decision rule (26) will be able to generate smooth ordering patterns. Another difference is that in our smoothing decision rule, we have two separate feedback loops (one for the net stock and one for the WIP), whereas in an order-up-to policy, there is only one joint feedback loop for the inventory position. At first sight, these are small differences, but the impact is dramatic.
Note that the decision rule presented in equation (26) is a very general rule. For this paper, we use exponential smoothing to forecast demand, but it is obvious that other forecasting methods can be used. The reader will readily observe that order-up-to policies are actually a special case of our general rule, namely the case   w n T T 1.
c. Deriving the transfer function and drawing the frequency response plot
The causal loop diagram for (26) is given below. 
Figure 11: Causal loop diagram for the smoothing decision rule (26)
For the block diagram derivation we refer to Appendix B. Reducing the block diagram yields the following transfer function:
Note that if we set   w n T T 1 in equation (29), then we obtain transfer function (4). This proves again that order-up-to policies are a special case of the decision rule (26).
Once the transfer function is derived, it is easy to draw the FR plot. For illustrative purposes we set T a =8, T n =4 and T w =4 (here after, denoted as parameter setting (8/4/4)): We observe a very special and interesting shape of the FR curve in figure 12 : there is only overshooting for very few frequencies (the lowest frequencies up to .5 radians per sample interval). For the remaining of the frequency spectrum, the amplitude ratio is actually smaller than one! This gives us the key to bullwhip reduction.
d. Insights for supply chains
Based on the FR plot and spectral analysis we will again enumerate the four insights.
Numerical results are given for a (8/4/4) parameter setting. First, replenishment rule (26) is able to reduce variability. There is only overshooting for very few frequencies, and the maximum of the FR plot in figure 12 is less than the peak for order-up-to policies. More importantly, the AR is less than one for the remaining frequencies. This is a very desirable result, because in practice, a decision-making process should be able to correctly identify and track genuine changes in demand (low frequencies). At the same time, the process is expected to detect and reject rogue variations in demand (high frequencies) so that excess costs due to unnecessary ramping up and down production or ordering levels are avoided. Secondly, it is possible to quantify the amount of variability reduction by means of the same procedure explained in section 3. This is shown in column 4 of Table I . For the demand pattern used throughout the text (shipments in figure 1b) , we plot the generated smooth ordering pattern in figure 13 . Note that the variance ratio is now approximately 0.75 clearly indicating the dampening effect. A third observation is that when the rule of equation (26) is applied to normally distributed demands, the ratio of the variances is down to 0.422 (Noise Bandwidth/). In a fourth observation, we focus on correlated demands. Since low frequencies are most dominantly present in positively correlated demand patterns, and because of the fact that the FR plot shows some restricted overshooting at low frequencies, it goes without saying that the variability reduction for positively correlated demands will be less than the reduction for normally distributed demand patterns. Furthermore negatively correlated demands will be damped substantially more than normally distributed demands.
e. Comparing order-up-to policies with the smoothing decision rule in terms of costs
Let us now compare the order-up-to policy (1-3) with a T =8 (section 3) with the general smoothing policy (26) with parameter setting (8/4/4). We already know that the former will create variance amplification, whereas the latter succeeds in generating smooth ordering patterns. Hence, the production switching costs will be much larger for order-up-to policies. However, it is important to realise that the order-up-to policy is more responsive to changes in the demand pattern than the smoothing policy when the same smoothing constant a T is used. To illustrate that in control systems engineering terms, we present both replenishment rules with a step input signal, which represents a one time abrupt change in the level of demand. In figure 14 , we plot the generated orders following a step input, as well as the resulting changes in the net stock for both policies. We can observe that for the smoothing policy, there is less overshooting in the generated orders compared to the order-upto policy, but it takes considerably longer for the net stock to recover completely from this step input signal. As a result of this, the inventory related costs will be larger for the smoothing policy than they were for the order-up-to policy. This is no surprise since order-up-to policies are known to minimise inventory and shortage costs. Hence, there is a trade-off to be made between minimising inventory holding and shortage costs on the one hand and production switching costs on the other side. The choice will be determined by the cost structure of the supply chain under consideration. In this context Elmaghraby (1966) presents an inspirational outline of how to design a replenishment rules to match the cost structure of a supply chain via variance ratios of orders and inventory responses, although this is outside the scope of this particular paper.
It is clear that the selection of the parameters T a , T n and T w will determine the inventory holding and shortage costs as well as the degree of variability reduction that takes place. In figure 12 , it can be seen that frequencies up to 0.5 radians per sample interval are followed , while frequencies from 0.5 up to  radians per sample interval are filtered out .
Other parameters can then be found that ensure more variability reduction takes place. This would again be at the expense of more inventory and holding costs. The choice between signal tracking and signal rejection is well known to control engineers and is described as filter theory. Towill and del Vecchio (1995) have exploited this technique in a supply chain setting.
Summary of the replenishment rules explained in the paper
In Table II below, we give an overview of the four replenishment rules (RR) analysed in this paper (column 1): order-up-to policy with exponentially smoothed forecasts, order-upto policy with moving average forecasting, order-up-to policy with demand signal processing, and the smoothing replenishment rule. For each policy we give the following information: the frequency response plot (column 1) and the presence or absence of the bullwhip effect (Insight 1), the variance ratio for the real life shipments of figure 1b (Insight 2) and for i.i.d.
normally distributed demands (Insight 3), and finally the impact of correlated demands on the bullwhip effect (Insight 4).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analysed the bullwhip effect induced by forecasting algorithms in order-up-to policies and we suggest a new general replenishment rule that can reduce variance amplification significantly. Different forecasting methods have been integrated into the order-up-to system. We prove that whatever forecasting method is used (simple exponential smoothing, moving averages or demand signal processing), order-up-to systems will always result in the bullwhip effect. In order-up-to systems, the bullwhip phenomenon is unavoidable when forecasting is necessary; it is the price to pay to forecast unstable demand and to detect trends. Switching production levels up and down frequently may be very expensive in practice. In those cases, it may be important to avoid variance amplification or even to reduce variability of customer demand. We therefore have to design new replenishment rules. We propose a general replenishment rule capable smoothing ordering patterns, even when demand has to be forecasted. The crucial difference with the class of order-up-to policies is that in our proposed rule, net stock and on order inventory discrepancies are only fractionally taken into account. We show that an order-up-to setting is a special case of our general rule.
The methodology is based on control engineering insights. We derive the transfer function and the frequency response plot (FR) for all replenishment rules in the paper. The demand signals are analysed with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in spreadsheets.
Combining those techniques, several interesting insights can be found concerning the Positively correlated demands create less bullwhip. Negatively correlated demands create more bullwhip. 1 It is possible to eliminate variance amplification or the bullwhip effect by using fraction adjustments in the inventory and WIP feedback paths.
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Predicted bullwhip from FR = 0.7534 for demand signal shown by shipments in Figure 1b . Actual simulated bullwhip = 0.7382. Table II: Summary of the four replenishment rules (RR) analysed in the paper dynamic behaviour of the replenishment rules and more specifically, we are able to predict whether or not and to what extent they result in variance amplification or smoothing. The presented methodology is very general for two reasons. Firstly, it can be used to analyse the behaviour of every possible replenishment rule for which the transfer function can be derived.
In this paper, we mainly focused on order-up-to policies because they are very popular both in supply chain practice and in recent supply chain literature. Secondly, both variance amplification (or dampening) predictions can be made for any possible demand pattern, including real-life data. For the special case of order-up-to policies applied to i.i.d. normally distributed demand patterns, our predictions are identical to the statistically calculated predictions available in the literature. In this policy, the current inventory position is subtracted from a constant target level plus a demand correction term , based on the last observed demand D t . The causal loop diagram is therefore slightly different from the order-up-to policies based on exponential smoothing or moving average forecasts. 
